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A key identity in three free parameters involving partitions into distinct parts is
proved using Jackson’s q-analog of Dougall’s summation. This identity is shown to
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1. INTRODUCTION
In 1967, Go llnitz [8] proved one of the deepest partition theorems,
namely:
Theorem G. Let C(n) denote the number of partitions of n into distinct
parts #2, 4, or 5 (mod 6).
Let D(n) denote the number of partitions of n in the form m1+m2+ } } } +
m& , such that m& {1 or 3, and m i&mi+16 with strict inequality if mi #
0, 1 or 3 (mod 6). Then
C(n)=D(n).
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In a recent paper [4] by means of a new technique called the method
of weighted words, substantial refinements and generalizations of Theorem G
were obtained by proving the key identity
:
i, j, k
aib jck :
k=#+=+,
i=:+$+=
j=;+$+,
qTs+T$+T=+T,&1(1&q:(1&q,))
(q): (q); (q)# (q)$ (q)= (q),
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) , (1.1)
where s=:+;+#+$+=+, and Tm=m(m+1)2 is the m th triangular
number. In (1.1) and in what follows we have made use of the standard
notation
(a)n=(a; q)n= ‘
n&1
j=0
(1&aq j )
for a complex number a and a positive integer n, and
(a)=(a; q)= ‘

j=0
(1&aq j ), when |q|<1.
The main idea in [4] was to view a three parameter refinement of
Theorem G as emerging from (1.1) under the standard transformation
{(dilation) q [ q
6,
(translations) a [ aq&4, b [ bq&2, c [ cq&1.
(1.2)
Identity (1.1) is very deep and its proof (see [4]) uses both Watson’s
q-analog of Whipple’s theorem and the 66 summation of Bailey.
Recently Alladi [2] studied the combinatorial effect of the quartic trans-
formation
{(dilation) q [ q
4,
(translation) q [ aq&3, b [ bq&2, c [ cq&1,
(1.3)
on (1.1). This led to a reformulation of Theorem G which is stated as
Theorem 2 in Section 2. Actually there are four quartic transformations all
having the same dilation as in (1.3) but utilizing different sets of transla-
tions. Each quartic transformation leads to a different reformulation of
Theorem G as shown in [2]. But in this paper it is Theorem 2 and (1.3)
that are relevant.
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Our purpose here is twofold. Our first objective is to show that
Theorem 2 is combinatorially equivalent to
:
i, j, k, l
ai+lb jck+lqTi+j+k+l+Tl (&bca) i (&abqc)k
(q) i (q) j (q)k (q) l
(1+(bca) q2i&1 )
(1+(bca) q i&1 )
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) , (1.4)
under the transformations (1.3). This is done in Section 3 utilizing exten-
sions of a method due to Bressoud [6]. Our second objective is to provide
a q-series proof of (1.4) making use of Jackson’s q-analog of Dougall’s sum-
mation (see Section 4). This proof shows that (1.4) is simpler than (1.1) but
still quite deep. We call (1.4) as a quartic key identity because it is best
understood by employing (1.3) and also because there are four indices of
summation, i, j, k, and l. Special cases of (1.4) yield a key identity which
Alladi and Gordon [5] used to obtain generalizations and refinements of
Schur’s celebrated 1926 partition theorem [9]. This is discussed in
Section 5. Finally in Section 6, a key identity we had obtained previously
[3] utilizing a cubic transformation is discussed briefly in the context of
(1.4).
2. A REFORMULATION
First we briefly review the principal ideas in [4] since these are crucial
to understand the reformulation.
We assume that the integer 1 occurs in three primary colors a, b, and c
and that integers n2 occur in six colors, the three colors, a, b, c, and
three secondary colors d=ab, e=ac, and f =bc. If an integer n has color
a, it is denoted by the symbol an . Interpretations for the symbols bn , cn , dn ,
en , and fn are similar. The usefulness in the method is because the letters
a, b, c, play a dual roleon the one hand they represent colors, on the
other they are free parameters.
To define partitions we need an ordering on the symbols and the one we
choose is
a1<b1<c1<d2<e2<a2< f2<b2<c2 <d3<e3<a3< f3<b3<c3 } } } .
(2.1)
The reason for this choice is because under the effect of the standard trans-
formations (1.2), the symbols get converted to
{an [ 6n&4, bn [ 6n&2, cn [ 6n&1, for n1,dn=abn [ 6n&6, en=acn [ 6n&5, fn=bc [ 6n&3, for n2, (2.2)
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and so the ordering (2.1) becomes
2<4<5<6<7<8<9<10<11<12< } } } , (2.3)
the standard ordering among the integers. In Theorem G the primary
colors correspond to the residue classes 2, 4, 5 (mod 6) and so the
secondary colors are 2+4#0 (mod 6), 2+5#1 (mod 6), and 4+5#3
(mod 6). Note that in (2.1) integers in secondary color occur only when the
subscript is 2. Thus e1 and f1 are missing in (2.1). This is why 1 and 3
are absent in (2.3) and do not occur as parts in the partitions enumerated
by D(n) in Theorem G.
By a partition ? we mean a collection of symbols in non-increasing order
according to (2.1). By _(?)=n we mean that the sum of the subscripts of
? is n. We think of n as being partitioned in terms of colored integers. The
gap between two symbols is the absolute value of the difference between
their subscripts. Finally, by &a(?), &b(?), ..., we denote the number of parts
of ? which are in color a, in color b, and so on.
Next, observe that for a given integer n, the colors in (2.1) are in the
order
d<e<a< f<b<c. (2.4)
Given a pair of colors, we use (2.4) to determine which color is of higher
order and which is of lower order. For instance, b is of higher order than
e. The partitions of principal interest to us are Type 1 partitions, namely
partitions ? in the form x1+x2+ } } } , where the xi are symbols from (2.1)
such that the gap between xi and xi+1 is 1 with strict inequality if
{xi is of lower order and xi+1 of higher order.or if xi is of secondary color. (2.5)
The main result of [4] which is a substantial extension of Theorem G is
Theorem 1. Let C(n; i, j, k) denote the number of vector partitions
(?1 ; ?2 ; ?3 ) of n such that ?1 has exactly i distinct parts in color a, ?2 has
j distinct parts in color b, and ?3 has k distinct parts in color c.
Let D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,) denote the number of Type 1 partitions ? of n such
that +a(?)=:, &b(?)=;, ..., &f (?)=,. Then
C(n; i, j, k)= :
k=#+=+,
i=:+$+=
j=;+$+,
D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,).
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It is clear that
:
i, j, k, n
aib jckC(n; i, j, k) qn= :
i, j, k
aib jckqTi+Tj+Tk
(q) i (q) j (q)k
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) . (2.6)
We show in [4] that
:
n
D(n; :, ;, #, $, =, ,) qn=
qTs+T$+T=+T,&1(1&q:(1&q,))
(q): (q); (q)# (q)$ (q)= (q),
. (2.7)
Thus Theorem 1 is a consequence of (2.6), (2.7), and the key identity (1.1).
New we describe briefly some of the main ideas in [2].
Consider the effect of the quartic transformation (1.3) on (1.1). This
converts the symbols to
{an [ 4n&3, bn [ 4n&2, cn [ 4n&1, for n1,dn=abn [ 4n&5, en=acn [ 4n&4, fn=bcn [ 4n&3, for n2, (2.8)
and so (2.1) becomes
1a<2b<3c<3ab<4ac<5a<5bc<6b<7c<7ab<8ac<9a<9bc< } } } .
(2.9)
In (2.9) we have reversed the convention by denoting the color of an
integer by its subscript. It is convenient that in (2.9) the integers occur in
increasing order. Note that in (2.9) each even integer occurs only in one
color. In contrast each odd integer >1 occurs in two colors, one primary
and one secondary. This is what converts Theorem 1 to the weighted iden-
tity Theorem 2 below.
First the quartic transformation converts the product on the right in
(1.1) to
(&aq; q4) (&bq2; q4) (&cq3; q4) . (2.10)
Next, Type 1 partitions ?~ are those in the form m1+m2+ } } } +m& such
that mi&1&mi4 with strict inequality if either mi&1 or mi is #0 (mod 4).
This is because in (2.9) the multiples of 4 occur only in secondary color. In
addition each part of ?~ must be counted with a certain weight w(mi) which
is determined by the residue class mi (mod 4) and in some cases also by the
gap mi&1&mi as described in the table below. For the purpose of deter-
mining these gaps we adopt the convention m0=. If w(mi) does not
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depend on the gap mi&1&mi , this is indicated by a blank. The integer 1
has weight a. So, in the table below, only the weights of parts mi>1 are
given.
Congruence Gap Weight w(mi)
mi #0 (mod 4) & ac
mi #2 (mod 4) & b
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&1&mi=4 a
mi #1 (mod 4) mi&1&mi>4 a+bc
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&1&mi=4 c
mi #3 (mod 4) mi&1&mi>4 c+ab
Finally, define the weight w(?~ ) of the partition ?~ multiplicatively by
w(?~ )= ‘
&
i=1
w(m i). (2.11)
Then the following result was proved in [4].
Theorem 2. Let D4 denote the set of partitions into distinct parts
0 (mod 4). For ? # D4 let &i (?) denote the number of parts of ? which are
#i (mod 4).
Let S4 denote the set of all partitions into parts differing by 4 such that
consecutive multiples of 4 do not occur as parts. For ?~ # S4 let w(?~ ) be
defined by (2.11). Then
:
? # D4 , _(?)=n
a&1(?)b&2(?)c&3(?)= :
?~ # S4 , _(?~ )=n
w(?~ ).
It is to be noted that while Theorem 2 is equivalent to and a reformula-
tion of a three parameter refinement of Theorem G, setting a=b=c=1 in
Theorem 2 does not yield a result equivalent to Theorem G in the
unrefined form.
In the next section we will show that Theorem 2 is combinatorially
equivalent to (1.4) under the effect of the quartic transformation.
3. COMBINATORIAL EQUIVALENCE
Let ?~ : m1+m2+ } } } +m& satisfy mi&mi+14 for 1i<& with strict
inequality if either mi or mi+1 is a multiple of 4. That is ?~ # S4 . Also let
&1(?~ )=i, &2(?~ )= j, &3(?~ )=k and &4(?~ )=l where &i is as in Theorem 2. So
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i+ j+k+l=&. Subtract 0 from the smallest part m& , 4 from the second
smallest part m&&1 , 8 from m&&2 , ..., 4&&4 from m1 and define
m*+=m+&4(&&+), for 1+&.
Separate the positive integers m*+ into four groups G1 , G2 , G3 , G4 , where
Gt consists of the integers m*+ which are #t (mod 4). Observe that |G1 |=i,
|G2 |= j, |G3 |=k, and |G4 |=l. Note also that the integers in G4 cannot
repeat, but it is possible for integers in each of the other groups to repeat.
Redistribute the multiples of 4 as follows: Add 0 to the smallest part of
G1 , 4 to the second smallest part of G1 , ..., 4i&4 to the largest part of G1
to get a partition ?1 into i distinct parts #1 (mod 4). Next, add 4i to the
smallest part of G2 , ..., 4(i+ j)&4 to the largest part of G2 to get a parti-
tion ?2 into j distinct parts #2 (mod 4). After this add 4(i+ j) to the
smallest part of G3 , 4(i+ j)+4 to the second smallest part of G3 , ...,
4(i+ j+k)&4 to the largest part of G3 to get a partition ?3 into k distinct
parts #3 (mod 4). Finally, add 4(i+ j+k) to the smallest part of G4 ,
4(i+ j+k)+4 to the second smallest part of G4 , ..., 4&&4 to the largest
part of G4 to get a partition ?4 into l distinct multiples of 4 no two of
which differ by 4. Thus after redistribution, ?~ has been converted to a vec-
tor partition (?1 ; ?2 ; ?3 ; ?4) with following properties:
(i) Each ?t is a partition into parts differing by 4.
(ii) &t(?~ )=&(?t), for t=1, 2, 3, 4.
(iii) The number of gaps mi&1&mi>4 with mi #1 or 3 (mod 4)
among the parts of ?~ is equal to the total number of gaps >4 among the
parts of ?1 and ?3 .
In view of these invariances it follows that
w(?~ )=w(?1) w(?2) w(?3) w(?4) (3.1)
with w defined as in (2.11). The purpose of replacing ?~ by the vector partition
(?1 ; ?2 ; ?3 ; ?4) is because the generating function of the vector partitions
is easier to calculate once we observe the following inequalities:
l(?2)4i+2, l(?3)4(i+ j)+3, l(?4)4(i+ j+k)+4. (3.2)
In (3.2), l(?t) denotes the least part of ?t .
There are two cases to consider.
Case 1. 1 is a part of ?1 .
Case 2. 1 is not a part of ?1 .
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Because of the manner in which the redistribution of the multiples of 4
was done, Case 1 corresponds to the situation where 1 is a part of ?~ and
Case 2 corresponds to the situation where 1 is not a part of ?~ . The reason
for considering the two cases is because the integer 1 is the only odd integer
in (2.9) to occur in only one color. We will now obtain the generating func-
tion of the partitions ?1 in Case 1.
The partitions ?1 in Case 1 have i distinct parts h1+h2+ } } } +h i all
#1 (mod 4) with hi=1. The part hi is counted with weight a. For +<i,
each part h+ is counted with weight a if h+&1&h+=4 or with weight a+bc
if h+&1&h+>4. Since h0=, we are guaranteed that if i>1, then h1 is
counted with weight a+bc. Now let ht1 , ht2 , ..., htr be the parts which are
assigned weights a+bc with 1<t1<t2< } } } <tr<i. Subtract 4 from each
of the parts h1 , h2 , ..., ht1&1 to form new parts h
(1)
1 , h
(1)
2 , ..., h
(1)
t1&1
. The total
amount subtracted is 4(t1&1). Observe that h (1)1 >h
(1)
2 > } } } >h
(1)
t1&1
>
ht1> } } } >hi . Next subtract 4 from each of the parts h
(1)
1 , h
(1)
2 , ...,
h(1)t1&1 , ht1 , ..., ht2&1 , to get new parts h
(2)
1 , h
(2)
2 , ..., h
(2)
t2&1
. The total amount
subtracted is 4(t2&1). Observe that h (2)1 >h
(2)
2 > } } } >h
(2)
t2&1
>ht2> } } } >
hi . Continue this procedure until 4(tr&1) is subtracted off at the r th stage.
Thus the partition ?1 has been decomposed into a pair of partitions
(?$1 , ?"1) where
{?$1 : h
(r)
1 +h
(r)
2 + } } } +h
(r)
tr&1
+htr+ } } } +h i ,
?"1 : 4(tr&1)+4(tr&1&1)+ } } } +4(t1&1).
(3.3)
Note that all parts of ?$1 are distinct and #1 (mod 4) and all parts of ?"1
are distinct with 1<t1<t2< } } } <tr<i. For i>1, the part h (r)1 alone in ?$1
is counted with weight a+bc, all other parts of ?$1 being assigned weight
a. The weight of each part of ?"1 is bca. Thus for i>1 the generating func-
tion of the partitions ?1 in Case 1 is
aq(a+bc) ai&2q2i2&i&1((&bca) q4; q4) i&2
(q4; q4) i&1
=
aiq2i2&i (&bca; q4) i&1
(q4; q4)i&1
. (3.4)
When i=1, the expression on the right in (3.4) reduces to aq and this is
clearly the generating function of ?1 which consists of the part 1 by itself.
Thus the expression on the right in (3.4) is the generating function of the
partitions ?1 in Case 1.
It is clear from (3.2) that the generating function of partitions ?2 in
Case 1 is
b j } q4ij } q2 j2
(q4; q4) j
. (3.5)
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By utilizing the decomposition process underling (3.4) it follows that the
generating function of partitions ?3 in Case 1 is
ckq4(i+ j) kq2k2+k(&abc; q4)k
(q4; q4)k
. (3.6)
Finally, the generating function of partitions ?4 in Case 1 is
(ac) l q4(i+ j+k) lq4l2
(q4; q4) l
. (3.7)
Thus (3.4)(3.7) imply that the generating function of the partitions in
Case 1 is
:
j, k, l0
i1,
aiq2i2&i (&bca; q4) i&1
(q4; q4) i&1
b jq4ijq2 j2
(q4; q4) j
_
ckq4(i+ j) kq2k2+k(&abc; q4)k
(q4; q4)k
(ac) l q4(i+ j+k)lq4l 2
(q4; q4)l
. (3.8)
Similarly, the generating function of the partitions in Case 2 is
:
i, j, k, l
a iq2i2+3i (&bca; q4)i
(q4; q4) i
b jq4ijq2 j 2
(q4; q4) j
_
ckq4(i+ j) kq2k2+k(&abc; q4)k
(q4; q4)k
(ac) l q4(i+ j+k) lq4l 2
(q4; q4)l
. (3.9)
Notice that for i1
q2i2&i (&bca; q4) i&1
(q4; q4) i&1
+
q2i2+3i (&bca; q4) i
(q4; q4) i
=
(&bca; q4) i&1
(q4; q4) i
q2i 2&i {1&q4i+q4i \1+bca q4i&4+=
=
q2i2&i (&bca; q4) i&1 (1+(bca) q8i&4)
(q4; q4) i
=
q2i2&i (&bca; q4) i
(q4; q4) i
(1+(bca) q8i&4)
(1+(bca) q4i&4)
. (3.10)
But if we formally put i=0 in the term on the right in (3.10), it reduces to
1. Since summing the expressions in (3.8) and (3.9) yields the generating
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function of partitions ?~ in Theorem 2 counted with weight w(?~ ), we see
from (3.10) that Theorem 2 is equivalent to the identity:
:
i, j, k, l
a iq2i2&i (&bca; q4) i
(q4; q4) i
(1+(bca) q8i&4)
(1+(bca) q4i&4)
b jq4ijq2 j 2
(q4; q4) j
_
ckq4(i+ j) kq2k 2+k(&(abc); q4)k
(q4; q4)k
(ac)l q4(i+ j+k) lq4l 2
(q4; q4) l
=(&aq; q4) (&bq2; q4) (&cq3; q4) . (3.11)
It is easy to see that under the quartic transformations, (1.4) becomes (3.11).
In the next section we give a q-series proof of (1.4).
4. PROOF OF THE QUARTIC KEY IDENTITY
We begin by noting that the symbol (a)n satisfies the relation
(a)n=
(a)
(aqn)
(4.1)
for any positive integer n. Thus we can use the expression on the right in
(4.1) to define (a)n for all real values of n. In particular,
1
(q)n
=0, for n=&1, &2, &3, ... . (4.2)
Property (4.2) will be useful in the sequel.
First rewrite identity (1.4) in the form
:
i, j, k, l0
a i+lb jck+lqTi+ j+k+l+Tl (&bca)i (&abqc)k
(q) i (q) j (q)k (q) l
}
(1+(bca) q2i&1)
(1+(bca) qi&1)
= :
N, M, R
aNbMcRqTN+TM+TR
(q)N(q)M(q)R
. (4.3)
Observe that
(1+(bca) q2i&1)
(1+(bca) qi&1)
=
1+(bca) qi&1&(bca) qi&1+(bca) q2i&1
(1+(bca) q i&1)
=1&
bc
a
qi&1
(1&qi)
(1+(bca) qi&1)
. (4.4)
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Utilizing (4.4), the left side of (4.3) becomes
:
i, j, k, l
a i+lb jck+lqTi+j+k+l+Tl (&bca) i (&abqc)k
(q) i (q) j (q)k (q) l
& :
i, j, k, l
ai+lb j+1ck+l+1qi+Ti+j+k+l+1+Tl (&bca) i (&abqc)k
(q) i (q) j (q)k (q) l
(4.5)
where to get the second term in (4.5), we have replaced i by i+1. The
expression in (4.5) may be rewritten as
:
i, j, k, l
ai+lb jck+lqTi+j+k+l+Tl (&bca)i (&abqc)k (1&bcq2i+ j+k+l)
(q) i (q) j (q)k (q) l
. (4.6)
At this point we use the finite version of the q-binomial theorem
(&zq)n= :
n
j=0
z jqTj
(q)n
(q) j (q)n& j
(4.7)
to expand the finite products (&bca) i and (&abqc)k in the numerator of
(4.6). This converts the sum in (4.6) to
:
i, j, k, l, s, t
ai+lb jck+lqTi+j+k+l+Tl+Ts&1+Tt(bca)s (abc)t (1&bcq2i+ j+k+l)
(q) j (q) l (q)s (q) i&s (q)t (q)k&t
.
(4.8)
In (4.8) replace i by i+s and k by k+t to get
:
i, j, k, l, s, t
ai+l+tb j+s+tck+l+sqTi+j+k+l+s+tTl+Ts&1+Tt
(q) j (q)l (q)s (q) i (q)t (q)k
& :
i, j, k, l, s, t
a i+l+tb j+s+t+1ck+l+s+1qTi+j+k+l+s+t+Tl+Ts&1+Tt+2i+ j+k+l
(q) j (q) l (q)s (q)i (q)t (q)k
,
=71&72 (4.9)
respectively.
In order to prove (4.3) we have to show that the coefficient of aNbMcR on
both sides are equal. To this end, put
i+l+t=N,
{j+s+t=M, (4.10)k+l+s=R,
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in 71 and
i+l+t=N,
{j+s+t+1=M, (4.11)k+l+s+1=R,
in 72 . In view of (4.9), (4.10), and (4.11) we see that (4.3) is equivalent to
the identity
:
l, s, t
qT(N& l&t)+(M&s&t)+(R&l&s)+l+s+t+Tl+Ts&1+Tt
(q) l (q)s (q)t (q)N&l&t (q)M&s&t (q)R&l&s
& :
l, s, t
qT(N&l&t)+(M&s&t&1)+(R&l&s&1)+(l+s+t+1)+Tl+Ts&1+Tt+N&l&t+s
(q) l (q)s (q)t (q)N&l&t (q)M&s&t&1 (q)R&l&s&1
=
qTN+TM+TR
(q)N (q)M (q)R
. (4.12)
Since Tm=( m+12 ), we may simplify (4.12) by dividing both sides by
qN+M+R and rewriting it as
:
l, s, t
q(
N+M+R&l&s&t
2 ) +(
l
2)+(
s
2) +(
t
2)&s
(q) l (q)s (q)t (q)N&l&t (q)M&s&t (q)R&l&s
& :
l, s, t
q(
N+M+R&l&s&t
2 ) +(
l
2)+(
s
2) +(
t
2) &M&R+s
(q) l (q)s (q)t (q)N&l&t (q)M&s&t&1 (q)R&l&s&1
=
q(
N
2 ) +(
M
2 ) +(
R
2 )
(q)N (q)M (q)R
. (4.13)
Next observe that by letting n   in (4.7) and replacing z by zq&1 we
get the infinite version of the q-binomial theorem
(&z)= :

n&0
znq(
n
2)
(q)n
. (4.14)
Now multiply both sides of (4.13) by aN and sum over N. On the left replace
the index of summation N by N+l+t. So (4.13) is equivalent to
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:
l, s, t
al+t(&aqM+R&s) q
( M+R&s2 ) +(
l
2) +(
s
2) +(
t
2)&s
(q) l (q)s (q)t (q)M&s&t (q)R&l&s
& :
l, s, t
al+t(&aqM+R&s) q
( M+R&s2 ) +(
l
2)+(
s
2) +(
t
2)+s&M&R
(q) l (q)s (q)t (q)M&s&t&1 (q)R&l&s&1
=
(&a) q
( M2 ) +(
R
2 )
(q)M (q)R
. (4.15)
Notice that on the left in (4.15) we may sum over the indices l and t using
(4.14). This reduces (4.15) to
:
s
(&aqM+R&s) q
( M+R&s2 ) +(
s
2)&s(&a)R&s (&a)M&s
(q)s (q)R&s (q)M&s
&:
s
(&aqM+R&s) q
( M+R&s2 ) +(
s
2)+s&M&R(&a)R&s&1 (&a)M&s&1
(q)s (q)R&s&1 (q)M&s&1
=
(&a) q
( M2 ) +(
R
2 )
(q)M (q)R
. (4.16)
In view of (4.2) we may replace s&1 by s in the second sum on the left in
(4.16). This has the advantage that both sums on the left in (4.16) have the
same denominator. Thus (4.16) simplifies to
:
s
(&aqM+R&s+1) q
( M+R&s2 ) +(
s&1
2 ) &1(&a)R&s (&a)M&s
(q)s (q)R&s (q)M&s
_[(1+aqM+R&s)&(1&qs)]=
(&a) q
( M2 )+(
R
2 )
(q)M (q)R
. (4.17)
We now show how to left side of (4.17) can be converted to the product on
the right.
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The left hand side of (4.17) is equal to
aqM+R :
s
_(&aq
M+R&s+1) q
( M+R&s2 ) +(
s&1
2 ) &s&1
_(&a)R&s (&a)M&s (1+a&1q&M&R+2s)&
(q)s (q)R&s (q)M&s
=aqM+R(&aqM+R+1)
_:
s
_(&aq
M+R&s+1)s q
( M+R&s2 )+(
s&1
2 ) &3(&a)R (&a)M
_q(R+M)
s&( s2)(q&R)s (q&M)s (1+a&1q&M&R+2s)&
_(q)s (q)R (q)M (1+aq
R&s) } } }
(1+aqR&1)(1+aqM&s) } } } (1+aqM&1)&
=
aqTM+R(&aqM+R+1) (&a)R (&a)M
(q)r (q)M
_:
s
as(&a&1q&M&R)s (q&M)s q
&2( s2)(1+a&1q&M&R+2s)
(qs) (&a&1q1&r)s a2s(&a&1q1&M)s q
&2( s+12 )
=
aqTM+R(&aqM+R+1) (&a)R (&a)M
(q)R (q)M
_:
s
a&sqTs(1+a&1q&M&R+2s)(&a&1q&M&R)s (q&R)s (q&M)s
(q)s (&q&1q1&M)s (&a&1q1&R)s
.
(4.18)
Finally we use Jackson’s q-analog of Dougall’s summation (see Gasper and
Rahman [7, Eq. II. 21, p. 238]), namely,
6,5 _a, qa
12, &qa12, b, c, q&n; q,
aqn+1
bc &= (aq)n (aqbc)n(aqb)n (aqc)n (4.19)a12, &a12, aqb, aqc, aqn+1
with
a [ &a&1q&M&R, b [ q&R, n [ M, and c  ,
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to convert the expression in (4.18) to
aqTM+R(&aqM+R+1) (&a)R (&a)M (&a&1q1&M&R)M (1+a&1q&M&R)
(q)R (q)M (&a&1q1&M)M
=
q(
M+R
2 )(&aqM+R) (&a)R (&a)M q&RM(&aqR)M
(q)R (q)M(&a)M
=
(&a) q
( M2 ) +(
R
2 )
(q)R (q)M
, (4.20)
which is the right hand side of (4.17). This completes the proof of the quar-
tic key identity.
5. SCHUR’S THEOREM
The method of weighted words was introduced by Alladi and Gordon
[5] to obtain generalizations and refinements of the following famous
theorem of Schur [9]:
Theorem S. The number of partitions of n into distinct parts #1 or
2(mod 3) is equal to the number of partitions of n into parts differing by 3
and such that consecutive multiples of 3 cannot occur as parts.
Indeed it was this method which was improved in [4] to apply to
Go llnitz’ theorem. The main idea in [5] was to view a two parameter
refinement of Theorem S as emerging out of the identity
:
i, j, l
x i+l y j+l qTi+j+ l+Tl
(q) i (q) j (q) l
=(&xq) (&yq) , (5.1)
under the transformations
{(dilation) q [ q
3,
(translations) x [ xq&2, y [ yq&1.
(5.2)
Identity (5.1) follows from (1.4) by setting any one of the parameters equal
to zero as we shall presently show.
Clearly setting b=0 in (1.4) immediately gives (5.1). On the other hand,
letting c  0 in (1.4), we first note that
ck \&abqc +k  akbkqTk.
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Since c  0, the values l>0 in (1.4) do not make any contribution. Hence
in this case also (1.4) reduces to (5.1).
Finally, if a  0 in (1.4), we have
ai \&bca + i }
1+(bca) q2i&1
1+(bca) qi&1
 b i&1ci&1qTi&1 } bcq i=biciqTi,
and so in this case also we get (5.1).
6. ANOTHER KEY IDENTITY
In a recent paper [1], Alladi studied the effect of the cubic transformation
{(dilation) q [ q
3,
(translations) q [ aq&2, b [ bq&1, c [ c,
(6.1)
on (1.1). This led to a reformulation of a three parameter refinement of
Theorem G in the form of a weighted identity connecting partitions into
distinct parts and partitions whose parts differ by 3. This reformulation
is interesting because a simple combinatorial bijection could be constructed
to explain its validity (see [1]). In [3] we showed that this reformulation
is combinatorially equivalent to the cubic key identity
:
i, j, k
aib jck(&c) i (&c) j (&abqc)k (&cq)i+ j qTi+j+k
(q) i (q) j (q)k (&c) i+ j
=(&aq) (&bq) (&cq) (6.2)
under the effect of (6.1). The proof of (6.2) in [3] also goes via a q-analog
of Dougall’s sum due to Jackson but it is a bit simpler than the proof of
the quartic key identity given here.
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